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Abstract: The idea of the ancient Steganography technique is used for the prevention of IP spoofing. Previously the
steganography was used by the hackers or intruders, but here it is used for a positive purpose to authenticate the user
at the time of handshake and prevent the Denial of Service (DOS) attack and resolve the open connection problem.
The Steganography authentication is applied within a domain, and is successful in the rejection of unauthorized
packets. The system is used and recommended for the inter-domain operations, especially on gateways machines, in
order to prevent unauthorized packets from entering into the Internet highway. The Steganography filters inside the
domains and router-based filters in Internet can minimize the IP spoofing. By stopping IP spoofing, many attacks are
either automatically incomplete or the attacker is forced to use legal machine, which can be traced back easily. This
study is performed on the TCP (Transport Control Protocol)/IP (Internet Protocol) communication handshake
technique to prevent IP spoofing.
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ACK packet to the server again forging the IP
Address, making the server think as if packet was
legal, and false handshake is completed. Now the
hacker has access to a server connection which can be
exploited illegally [6].
Steganography is a technique of hiding a message
such that no one except the sender and the recipient
know about it. It is a Greek word which means
“Concealed Writing”. In Steganography the message
will be hidden in something just like images and list
of items [7]. The secret message is covered or
embedded in a cover and transmitted such that the
existence of the message is undetectable.
Steganography is used for secret data transmission
because it provides more security. It is used for both
legitimate and illegitimate purposes. It can even be
used by hackers, or terrorists, but it can also be used
for something good such as authentication, sending
secret messages, transmitting secure data over the
internet [8], controlling log forensics and tracing back
the hacker by observing his/her behavior [9].
Usually the steganography and cryptography are
implemented together resulting in increased security
[10]. Cryptography is a technique that is also used to
hide messages, but Steganography has an advantage
over it. Cryptography hides the message but cannot
hide the parties, and the message which is encrypted
using cryptographic algorithms, no matter how strong
the encryption is, will cause attention to itself. The
main difference between steganography and
cryptography is the suspicion factor. Steganographic
process can be explained by the following formula:

1. Introduction
Millions of public and private networks are
connected by using a standard Internet Protocol Suite
(also known as TCP/IP). In 1982, TCP/IP was
standardized and the concept of Internet was
introduced [1]. Networks are prone to threats and
current Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) could not
provide the ultimate solution, though it can present the
real picture of a network to the administrator
[2].These IDS cannot trace the hacker within a
domain. When two or more computers communicate,
they establish a connection by an initial process
known as three-way hand-shake [3]. The connection is
then opened between the client and the server, and the
service-specific data can be exchanged, if handshake
fails, no further communication takes place.
IP Spoofing is a hijacking technique in which an
attacker masquerades as a trusted host to hide his
identity and gain access to a network. It is also known
as IP address forgery [4]. “This spoofing attack
involves forging one's source address. It is the act of
using one machine to impersonate another.” [5]. In
case of IP Spoofing, the hacker sends a SYN packet to
server, forging its IP as that of an authorized client.
The server will send SYN-ACK back to the sender
(authorized client), which in turn will send RESET
packet to the server, stating that it has no knowledge
of any SYNC sent to server, and so the server resets
the connection [6]. This information is vital for an
attacker. This attack can be initiated again when the
authorized client is offline. The hacker will send SYN
to the server, that will sends SYN/ACK to authorized
client. After some interval, the hacker sends a forged
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Cvr1 + Msg2+ S-key3 = Cvr + H_ MSG4 (1)
1Cvr: Cover: A medium that can be an image, a
shopping list, a newspaper/ article or an audio/video
file etc.
2Msg: Message: The information we want to hide in
the Cover.
3S-key: Steganographic key to encrypt the hidden
message.
4H_MSG: Hidden Message

that allowed users on un-trusted hosts by
masquerading IP’s [13]. The system had no
mechanism to verify the IP’s, but the security analysts
did not give much attention to the problem at that
time. In 1995, Tsutomu Shimomura’s machine was
hacked by Kevin Mitnick, a “Computer outlaw” to get
some unauthorized files from the system, and this was
reported to CERT (Computer Emergency Response
Team). CERT described the reasons of server buffer
overflow by creating half open connections and
suggested router filters (egress and ingress) to
minimize IP-Spoofing attacks on a network [14].
Nelson and Paul also suggested the ingress and egress
filters, but in combination with fire walls, Secure
Bridges, TCP wrapper classes to reduce the attacks
[15]. Different methods for detecting spoofed packets
are categorized as Active, Passive and Router-based.
Router-based methods require the entire defense on
routers, but they fail if the attacker and forge address
belong to the same network, when router-based
approaches fail, Active and Passive techniques come
into action. The active techniques are the techniques
which require some responsive action for verification
of the source addresses by the recipient. The
techniques categorized as active are TTL, Direct TTL
probes, IP identification number, OS Fingerprinting,
flow control and trace route etc., while in Passive
methods the packet information is analyzed. The
passive TTL and OS idiosyncrasies are Passive
methods to prevent IP Spoofing [6].
The spoofed packets can be filtered, assuming to
follow a single path from source to destination i.e.
p(s,d). A certain number of selected routers exchange
filtering information with their neighboring routers. If
a packet is illegally injected into the network, its path
changes and its p(s,d) is different, then it is discarded
[16]. But getting the global routing information to
create filters is not feasible. To stop IP Spoofing,
different techniques had been proposed. These
includes Hop count filtering [12], ANTID technique
with a unique path fingerprints in packets[17], the
Clouseau System based on RBF to carefully select AS
[18], a technique known as LIPS (Lightweight permit
system for packet source origin accountability [19],
tagging the packets by routers [20], proposing firewall
rules for stopping the DOS attack in MANETS [22].
The problem that the hacker should be stopped at the
initial stages, and specifically when he/she is spoofing
the IP from his/her own network. Duan extended the
idea of route-based packet filters [16] by introducing
Inter Domain Packet Filters (IDPF), based on local
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) updates [21]. This
can localize the origin of the attack to a small number
of candidate networks [23], but the problem in this
technique is to get the information of best R(s,d) on
every node, which is not possible. The deployment of

Digital images, videos/audios or any other digital
file can be used as a carrier of steganography
information and are called Covert objects. The digital
file is merely a binary file containing a binary
representation of the colour or light intensity of each
picture element (pixel) comprising the image, or each
audio bit, or pixel information of frames of a video.
The simplest steganography technique LSB (Least
Significant Bit) insertion can hide bits by changing the
least significant bit at the cost of changing roughly
50% of the original [11].
Current studies about IP spoofing concentrated
mostly on router based filtering that is the egress
filtering and ingress Filtering [6]. Apart from filtering,
the hop count technique discard the packets coming
from a network using the IPs of another Network,
checking the hop distance on the packet [12]. There is
no mechanism to authenticate the IP. The window
size, the TTL (Time to Live), and sequence numbers
were considered a source for authentication, but this
consideration fails when sniffer is present within the
network for packet analysis.
1.1.
Problem Summery
- IP Authentication techniques exist, but all have
limitations and weaknesses.
- IP spoofing inside a domain is not stopped;
rather it should be identified and discarded
before exiting from the domain.
- Techniques that are suggested for Inter-domain
packet authentication can be easily analyzed
by the sniffing software, which make them
useless.
1.2.
Objectives
- To create a mechanism for IP Authentication at
the time of handshake
- To create random codes, and steganography
combinations making it difficult to analyze if
sniffer is present.
- To avoid the network being populated by spoofed
packets.
2. Literature Review
For the first time in 1985, creation of half open
connection in UNIX BSD was described as a security
weakness in TCP/IP protocol stack. It focused on the
design of the TCP/IP and BSD 4.2 implementation
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IDS with virtual agent as EADS (Exception Agent
Detection System) shows the correctness of packet
filtering [24]. But it works during the attack from
unknown IP. To check IP spoofing at Access Routers,
the trustworthiness of AS is computed by judge
router. The technique has low false positive and false
negative rates [25], but it needs an extra router and the
AS and judge router can also come under attack. The
IDPF constructed on the information and functions
performed by AS, i.e network reachability information
and the size of feasible R(s,d) does not require global
routing information and work correctly as long as AS
propagates
network
reachability
information
according to rules [26].
3. Material & Methods
This technique is a modification to the Normal
TCP/IP handshake with the introduction of
steganography. Stopping IP Spoofing at the time of
handshake will prevent the network being populated
by spoofed packets, besides being secured from
attacks. In the proposed technique, when a client asks
for a connection by sending SYN packet, the server on
receiving does not insert any information in the
buffer, instead it generates an 8 bit random number
(code) and an array of 8 non-repeating random
numbers (position-array), for simplicity, we kept the
range of array up to 48 numbers but this could be

extended. The Ethernet packet pay-load is set to 46
bytes. The code and position-array are encrypted
using the DES encryption algorithm and sent back to
client in the pay-load, with SYN-ACK flag. The client
decrypts the information and populates the 8bit code
on random 8 positions (according to position-array) in
the first 48 bits of payload. This data along with code
and position-array is then encrypted again and sent
back to the server with ACK flag. The server decrypts
the data and checks if the code bits are in correct
places inside the pay-load. If it is found correct, the
connection is established with entry in a connection
buffer; otherwise the packet is considered malicious
and is discarded. The illegal injected packets must be
encrypted using a key, which is only known to sender
and receiver and could be gained only by social
engineering. Guessing about the code and positionarray makes the process also difficult or time
consuming, because both of them are based on
random numbers. Constructive research technique is
adopted to develop a test bench using machine/OS
independent application to work on multiple machines
on a network or on a single machine with multiple
Ethernet cards installed supporting multiple platforms.
The test
bench
is composed
of three
components/actors which are SERVER, CLIENT, and
HACK_MACHINE.

Figure1. Client Server Steganography based Authentication Procedure
blocked MAC address tries to establish a
connection, the packets are discarded and MAC
based filtering is performed. If that machine is
black listed, every packet from that machine is
discarded.
3. Steganography
Mode:
For
this
mode,
Steganography and cryptography are used to
detect MAC and IP forging, and don’t let the

3.1.

Security Modes
We have defined three main security modes in
SERVER and CLIENT machines.
1. Normal Mode: Normal TCP/IP operational mode
without any security features. It will simulate how
the real world internet makes connections.
2. Firewall Mode: In this mode, firewall operations
are simulated, and any MAC address can be
banned/ blocked. In this mode, when Client with
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SERVER buffer to overflow. Therefore the
network is not populated with spoofed packets.
There is a secret KEY shared by both, the
SERVER and the CLIENT, which is used to encrypt
the scattered code and generate a cipher text.
4.
Results
The suggested technique for TCP/IP three-way
handshake functioned by using our custom test bench
in various scenarios, for devices working together
inside a single domain.
Following scenarios were tested:

1. Scenario2: Attacking Server in Normal situation to
overflow the buffer of SERVER.
2. Scenario3: Attacking SERVER with Activated
Firewall.
3. Scenario 4: Attacking SERVER’s Firewall with
MAC spoofing.
4. Scenario 5: Normal Handshake in Steganography
Mode.
Scenario 6: Attacking SERVER in Steganography
Mode with IP Spoofing followed by MAC
Spoofing.

Table 1. Results of the above scenarios
Spoofing Type
Security Mode
IP Spoofing
Normal
IP Spoofing
Firewall
MAC Spoofing
Firewall
IP Spoofing
Steganography
MAC Spoofing
Steganography

Buffer Status
Chocked
Normal
Chocked
Normal
Normal

5.

Conclusions & Recommendations
Steganography is an old technique but with a
new adoption which can provide inter-domain
security in both the IP Spoofing as well as MAC
spoofing. The information flowing in the network, if
sniffed, is useless to the hacker, and may be very
difficult for the cryptanalysis and steganalysis. The
proposed technique is a proactive technique. Server is
saved from DOS attack as it is not keeping any record
of the client until a handshake is completed. The
server would need a separate buffer for maintaining
information about random numbers. It has low
number of false positive detections. The encryption
keys used should be protected from social
engineering. Fast systems are recommended as the
random number generation causes systems to slow
down if complex techniques are used.
The study can be further extended by
incorporating key distribution system which
automatically sends the machines their keys for each
communication. To apply Stress testing on the server,
as the random number buffer can also overflow but
this should not let the server down. The
steganographic technique can also be used for
defense against other types of attacks.
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